I think we can say that IWA cooking class is already a tradition.
The monthly assembly is very popular among the ladies. Rita
coordinates the events passionately. Luckily we have every time a
new volunteer who shares her secret recipes and invites us to her
home.
We gathered together in the
beautiful house of Ani to widen
our cooking skills and learn the
essence of Indonesian cuisine.
We all know how diverse
Indonesian cuisine is, how it has
been influenced by other nations
and how colorful and tasteful is.
I'm sure many of us have had the
chance to flavor it. But original
homemade food is something
different, it exceeds expectations,
it inspires us.

Ani prepared a huge lunch with various dishes for us. She
demonstrated how to cook Soto ayam (chicken soup). She knows
her way around the kitchen; she is obviously an expert chef.
Although it seemed to us that the soup is very easy to make, I'm
sure it will take more time for us. This soup with the meat, the
vegetables and spices is full of flavors. It gets its yellow color from
the turmeric.
She showed us how to
put together a proper
nasi goreng (fried rice).
No wonder this dish is so
popular, you can eat it
any time of the day, even
for breakfast. If you like
experimenting you may
try different variations.
Nasi goreng can be a
complete dish, but we ate
it with another favored
meal: chicken sate. And
that is not all. We
sampled the Urap-Urap
salad (mixed vegetables
with coconut) as well. It
was really delicious and
very special.
I must admit we all had a very good appetite. The food looked so
tempting, it would have been hard to resist. I cannot imagine

better finale than a nice coconut pudding, which was made from
fresh coconut milk, and pandan leaves. I liked the Onde-Onde
(sweet potato) balls as well, they were tiny and tasty.
Ani was an excellent hostess, her great talent and beautiful smile
made our day. We all had such a wonderful time at her place. She
even gave us freshly baked florentine cookies to go. Thank you so
much!

	
  

